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Waikato Institute of TechnologyIntroduction
Reality Transfer is a proposed teaching experiment that closely applies a 
simulated Graphic design industry scenario to the teaching environment. 
The aim of this simulation is to identify the widened gap between vocational 
based tertiary education and industry entry requirements.
As a vocational educator, we are always faced with a challenge on how do we 
transfer industry-based skills to teaching environment.
This has never been an easy task as there are many limitations and 
differences between an actual working environment and a teaching 
environment.Research Questions
  + What can we do to better prepare our graduate students before hitting the 
market? 
  + What does industry want from an Industry Training Provider?
  + What do students want from an Industry Training Provider?Theoretical Backing
“The identified shift towards using authentic assessment tasks across 
the tertiary sectors can be seen as part of the growing emphasis on 
‘assessment for learning’, and an “innovation to promote student learning 
in higher education” (Kvale, 2007, p. 57).”
Jane StewartAim
This research aims to identify the missing links between 
industry needs, student expectations and teaching 
practice.
We will also attempt to answer the questions outlined 
previously.Methodology
This research follows four distinct phases:
  + Identifying the strengths and weaknessess of our graduates
  + Gathering information
  + Review findings and results
  + Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategiesIdentifying the strengths and 
weaknessess of our graduates
These are our initial thoughts about our student strengths 
and weaknessesIdentifying the strengths and weaknessess of our graduates
What are our student strengths?
  + Good basic technical skills
  + ability to work in a self directed manner 
  + Knowing when to listen and follow instruction while needed
  + Good understanding on design process that closely aligned with industry 
standardsIdentifying the strengths and weaknessess of our graduates
What are our student weaknesses?
  + Lacking in communication skills 
  + Lacking in basic English written and verbal skills
  + Lacking interpersonal skills.  
eg. How to deal with your colleagues? 
  How to talk to your boss? 
  How to raise opinions politely? 
  How to show appreciation? etc.Gathering Information
Industry placement
Interviewing industry
InternshipGathering Information
Industry placement and interviews
Based on Mark Liu’s investigation during his job placement, combined with 
Simon Nicholls previous job placement experience. We generated basic 
answers for the following question:
What does industry really want from an design 
graduate students? Gathering Information
Internship
In mid-2010 one of the students who completed both Internet Design 
and Advanced Internet Design was invited to have an internship 
with the Auckland based web agency - Frontend Design.
What does industry really think about our students? Review findings and results
What does industry expect from a design graduate?
  + Good attitude
  + Good interpersonal and communication skills
  + Team Player
  + Good listener
  + Creative thinker
  + Knowledge of design process and historyReview findings and results
What does industry expect from a 
design graduate?
Good attitude
Students need to be humble and willing to learn, and not arrogant.
They also indicate they would like to hire students who willing to go the extra 
mile to get a job done.Review findings and results 
What does industry expect from a 
design graduate?
Good Interpersonal and communication skills
Students need to know how to express their opinion in an appropriate manner
They are required to learn to build and maintain a good working relationship 
inside and outside company
They need to have good verbal and written skills (specifically spelling and 
grammar skills). Review findings and results 
What does industry expect from a 
design graduate?
Team Player 
A good personality that can gel with the team so that they can integrate into a 
team environment swiftly. Review findings and results 
What does industry expect from a 
design graduate?
Good listener
Need to be able to follow and interpret instructions accuratelyReview findings and results 
What does industry expect from a 
design graduate?
Creative thinker
Students need to be able to be creative and not just a follower
Student need to know how to express their alternative ideas and creativity in a 
professional and polite manner.Review findings and results 
What does industry expect from a 
design graduate?
Knowledge of design process and design history
Student will be ideally has a good understand on real world design process 
They need to learn to appreciate current industry design practice and learn 
how to integrate themselves into a working environment.
They should be equipped with a good knowledge of design terminology in 
order for them to communicate better inside and outside their company.Review findings and results 
Industry Feedback
Industry feedback on 2010 student internship
Attitude 
The students attitude is not up to the expectation of the employer.
The feedback was that the student was not grateful enough to show any 
appreciation to Frontend after the completion of the internship.
On the other hand after a discussion with the student, it was discovered that 
they were grateful but didn’t know how to express the appreciation toward 
the employer. i.e. they lacked interpersonal skills.
Technical skill 
student had the right skillset, and is capable technicallyReflecting and making changes to 
teaching strategies
Updated Internet Design course material
Student feedback on updated Internet Design course 
material
Roleplay 1.0 and feedback
Roleplay 2.0 and feedbackReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Updated course material
We applied this data and information into our lectures, tutorials and class 
exercises.
We created new assignments that fit the researched information. 
After students completed their assignments in Internet Design, we collected 
feedback and made necessary changes - such as fine tuning our teaching 
methods and tutorials in order to produce students who are more capable in 
design, and had improved technical and presentation skills.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Knowledge Progression
Marking Rubric / TimetableReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Knowledge Progression
Original TutorialReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Student Feedback
Feedback on updated Internet Design course material 
“He could go over some of the tutorials a bit slower. I understand that all the 
students are at different levels, but there is a decent amount that feel like that 
they are left behind.”
“Need to try a couple of teaching methods as not everyone learns the same 
way.”
“Explain what went wrong as clearly as possible.”
“Not give only tutorials. I as well as many of the class don’t understand them.”Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Making changes
Using the student feedback
We recognised these problems and made changes to the teaching methods.
We included more material that catered for different learning styles 
e.g. before tutorial exercises, a demonstration of the skill being learned was 
    shown through projector. 
  Then the following week, a question and answer session was conducted 
  to gain feedback on any problems that the students might have 
  encountered in completing the exercise. 
Many more examples from current industry practice to illustrate the skills the 
students were learning through the tutorials.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Knowledge Progression
Updated TutorialReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Roleplay 1.0
In 2010, Mark Liu introduced a roleplay element to the first assignment of 
Advanced Internet Design.
The students were formed into small groups and started their own fictional 
design studios.
Mark played both the Client and the Art Director/ Tutor roles during the 
roleplay assignment. There were very loose instructions on how to construct 
the groups and the students had to translate the assignment timeline into a 
project management plan.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Roleplay 1.0
Assignment ExampleReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies 
Student Feedback 
Feedback on Roleplay 1.0
“Encourages us to look further in to the field of web design than what is 
taught in class”
“Very informative about this field. Helpful with problems.”
“Brings his valuable experience of the industry to Wintec.”
“Prepares us well for what it will be like when we are creating websites for 
actual clients e.g. Roleplay”Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Further improvement
Using student feedback on Roleplay 1.0
After the completion of this project, the feedback was positive from students 
but Mark identified areas for further improvement:
The roles of the individual group members needed to be clearer.
A third party would be better for the role of the client.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies 
Roleplay 2.0
This year, the Advanced Internet module conducted the same assignment 
with the refinements.
The students assigned roles to Team Leader, Designer, and Coder etc. Based 
on where the strengths in the group lay.
Simon Nicholls played the client (and had a plan of how to simulate the client 
role), and Mark Liu was the Art Director/ tutor.
The students were required to follow industry standard methods of 
communication and client/project/group management alongside the technical 
and design skills required to design and build a website for a fictional 
company.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Roleplay 2.0
The new objectives of this assignment are to learn the needed communication 
skills and interpersonal skills, such as: arranging meeting with clients, 
negotiating and preparing quotation for client, project and time management 
for client, negotiating contract and proper email communication and following 
up skill.
We expected that students can learn these skills through the process of 
collaboration with colleagues (fellow students) and the process of meeting and 
dealing with clients (tutor).
We also expected that this exercise will improve their project and time 
management skill.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Roleplay 2.0
Assignment ExampleReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies
Roleplay 2.0
Contract / QuotationReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies 
Roleplay 2.0
Email communicationReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies 
Student Feedback
Feedback on Roleplay 2.0
The students felt that this was a good assignment.
They really enjoy the realistic collaborative environment and opportunity in 
dealing with client. Students reflect that dealing with clients were one of their 
weakest link, as a result they are glad that they having this project to learn and 
improve.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies 
Student Feedback
Feedback on Roleplay 2.0
Secondly, they had never really worked under “agency” conditions where 
each of them would be assigned with a particular role.
As a result, this project provide them opportunity to collaborate with their 
fellow classmate (workmate) – learn to share idea, learn to work together, and 
learn to compromise when needed.
Students strongly believed that they have become better designers and 
collaborators through the process of this project.Reflecting and making changes to teaching strategies 
Industry Feedback
Industry feedback on student who participate in 
Roleplay 2.0
Communication 
Overall was good, however should realise that the company was a potential 
employer and the student needs to be careful with what they say at all times. 
i.e. Student needs to be positive about the domain the company belong to.
Technical skill 
Student had a good graphic design skill base but was not as good with web 
design skillsReflecting and making changes to teaching strategies 
Industry Feedback
Industry feedback on student who participated in 
Roleplay 2.0
Interpersonal skills 
Positive attitude, was able to integrate into the team swiftly
Industrious 
Took direction and worked hard.
Passion 
Was enthusiastic about design in general but felt that the web was restrictiveConclusion
This research has provided us with insightful information on entry 
requirements for the web and graphic design industry, and what they expect 
from our graduate students.
Furthermore, the finding has served as a positive confirmation for what 
we doing and what we believe in as a ITP educators, which is authentic 
assessment that simulates realistic working scenarios that will assist in 
shaping a stronger design graduate.
Thus, we believe that what we have been experimenting with for the last two 
years was successful and we recommend that this teaching strategy could be 
applied into similar educational contexts.
There should be continuous improvement based on the changes and 
feedback from industry.Further Research
What limitations are there in the ability to deliver industry 
focussed training?
Proper technology 
Sometimes we don’t have the ability to replicate industry workflows due to 
lack of current computer software and hardware. 
Maybe after further research we will discover that this is not as big a problem 
as we think it is.
It is possibly a perception that students and educators have that the latest 
technology must be used to deliver industry standard training.Further Research
What limitations are there in the ability to deliver industry 
focussed training?
Simulation of Industry Environment 
Inability to simulate completely a tough/competitive environment - there is 
a disconnect between the need to nurture the students and the need to 
replicate critical work environment. 
What is the right balance between simulating a work environment accurately 
and providing a safe and caring learning environment.Further Research
What limitations are there in the ability to deliver industry 
focussed training?
Real World Design 
In industry an individual seldom carries out work. 
However is education there is the need to assess each individuals work.
What is the balance between training a hero / auteur or a collaborator?